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The occurrence
o
of
o frost is an ongoing conncern to berrry growers inn the Northeeast. On
averaage across New
N York, thhe date of thee last frost inn spring rangges from midd-April in the
New York City area,
a
to earlyy May in the Albany areaa and along the
t Lakes. In
I the
Adiroondacks the frost-free peeriod does noot start on avverage until late May. A more
conseervative guid
de is given by
b the date affter which thhere is only a 10% chancce of seeing
frost. Across thee state, this date
d ranges frrom around April 20th inn the City to almost Junee
10th in the Adiron
ndacks. Aloong the Lakeshores May 10th is the appproximate date, with
th
May 20 being th
he appropriaate date in muuch of the Hudson
H
Valleey.
Meteeorologically
y frost is defiined as the condition
c
thaat exists wheen the temperrature falls
below
w 32°F. In some
s
cases, the
t fuzzy layyer of ice cryystals that most
m people associate
a
witth
frost may be pressent. This is known as hoar
h
frost. Inn other instannces below freezing
f
temperatures may
y exist withoout the formaation of ice crystals.
c
Thhis depends on
o how
humiid the air is on
o a given daay. Typical meteorologiical temperaature observaations are
takenn at a height of 2 m abovve the groundd. Thereforee it is possible that a grow
wer may
obserrve hoar frosst, while the local meteorrologist is reeporting a temperature abbove
freezing.
It is important
i
to understand a bit of the physics
p
behind the meteoorological coonditions thaat
most often bring frost to our region. Frossts can be either radiativve or advective.
Adveective frosts are referred to as freezess by the National Weathher Service. These occurr
underr windy cond
ditions as beelow freezingg air is transsported into a region, usuually from
areas to the north
h and west off New York.. Radiative frosts, are ussually responnsible for the
last spring frost and
a thereforee are of bigggest concern to growers. These occuur under clear
c
conditio
ons. Clear skies
s
and calm winds alloow the atmoosphere to coool from
and calm
below
w. This creaates a conditiion known as
a an inversioon, in whichh temperaturee increases
with height in thee atmospheree. Thus the coldest
c
air lies at groundd level with warmer
w
air
n the figure below.
b
aloft as shown in

Example of a temperature inversion near the ground. Temperature is given by
the purple line, with colder temperatures to the left in the figure. Inversions
usually extend upward in the atmosphere from the ground to a height of 101000m. Most are 100m deep as shown in the figure.
Inversions are associated with fairly easily identifiable weather patterns. Most occur with
large high pressure systems are centered over an area. The high provides the calm winds
and clear skies that are necessary for an inversion to form.

Weather map with a large high pressure system centered over central NY.
Not all inversions bring below freezing temperatures, so meteorologists must also
consider the ambient temperature and humidity conditions when predicting a frost. A
good rule of thumb is to look at the dew point observed during the evening hours. Dew
points are reported in most weather observations and represent the temperature to which
the air must cool before dew or (if the value is below freezing) hoar frost forms. On clear
calm nights, the coldest air temperature is generally equal to the dew point.
Since most inversions are shallow, with warm (above freezing) air existing just a
100 m off the ground, mechanical means of mixing the air above a grower’s field can
often be used to protect a crop from frost. Typical methods of mixing the air include
wind turbines, helicopters and ground-based heaters. Irrigation can also be used as a
means of frost protection, since the freezing of irrigation water releases heat to the
surrounding air and vegetation. Row covers also provide some degree of frost protection.
However, proper site selection, particularly in upstate New York where the topography
and lakes provide both favorable and unfavorable microclimates, remains an important
means of minimizing the risk of frost damage and crop loss.
As a final note, climate change is likely to deliver a mixed message in terms of
the risk of frost to the berry and fruit industry in New York. Over recent decades, we
have seen a marked trend toward earlier dates of the last spring frost. Indeed, the frostfree season has been starting earlier and earlier in the year and the overall length of the
growing season has been expanding. Unfortunately, berries do not operate off the
calendar. Rather, their critical phenological stages are driven by the accumulation of
degree-days. In a warming climate, these stages are also reached earlier and earlier in the
year. Thus, strawberries that typically bloom in mid-May may in the future be blooming
in late April or early May. Thus the risk of frost damage may in the end remain
unchanged or even possibly increase.

